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ATTORNEY AND CLIENT—SETTLEMENT UNDER INSURANCE CONTRACT—EFFECT ON INSURED.—Plaintiff seeks an order to enter judgment against defendant based upon a settlement agreement made between the plaintiff’s attorney and one of the attorneys furnished to the defendant by a now bankrupt liability insurance company. Plaintiff sued defendant for injuries sustained by plaintiff in a collision with an automobile driven by defendant. The above mentioned settlement was made in open court and the case was withdrawn from the calendar. A release in full settlement was given to defendant’s attorney and plaintiff received a check from the insurance company for $3,500. Subsequently and before the check was cashed the insurance company was adjudicated insolvent. Plaintiff restored the action to the calendar. *Held*, the compromise as made did not reach so far as to permit judgment to be entered on it against defendant. *Countryman v. Breen*, 241 App. Div. 392, 271 N. Y. Supp. 745 (4th Dept. 1934).

An attorney cannot settle a suit and conclude his client in relation to the subject in litigation without the client’s consent. The settlement was made here by the insurer’s attorney without defendant’s authority and may therefore not be enforced against the defendant.

The defendant’s duty was to aid the insurer in the compromising of this action. Since the insurance company has the absolute authority to make settlements in actions against insured the defendant could not complain or protest against the settlement. Thus the passivity of the defendant after notice of the compromise does not act as an estoppel.

---


2 Heller v. Alter, 143 Misc. 10, 255 N. Y. Supp. 627 (1932) (while as a matter of record the attorney would be attorney for defendant as a matter of fact he would be the servant or agent of casualty company).


7 See supra note 5.

8 N. Y. Civil Practice Act §476.
The plaintiff is not without remedy—he may file a claim with the liquidator of the insurer or he may restore the action to the calendar.9

M. E. W.

**FOREIGN CORPORATION—EQUITY JURISDICTION—STOCKHOLDER’S ACTION.**—The defendants are the controlling officials and directors of a foreign corporation. They fraudulently carried out a plan by which, in anticipation of the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment, they caused the corporation to issue to their dummies 25,000 shares of common stock for grossly inadequate considerations. The plaintiff, a minority stockholder and resident of this state, brings an action in equity for a restoration and an accounting. Held, the courts of this state have jurisdiction in an action against the directors of a foreign corporation to enjoin a fraudulent conspiracy to dissipate the assets of that corporation and to compel the defendants to account for their fraud or negligence. *Frank v. Amer. Comm. Alcohol Corp., et al.*, 152 Misc. 123, 273 N. Y. Supp. 622 (1934).

The general rule is that the courts of equity will not assume jurisdiction of a case involving the internal affairs and management of a corporation regulated by the statutory law and public policy of a foreign country or of a sister state, and that such issues will be relegated to the local jurisdiction of incorporation.1 It is consistent with this rule, however, for the courts of another jurisdiction to enjoin a fraudulent conspiracy to dissipate the property of the foreign corporation and to call the directors and officers to account for misconduct or negligence, for this is in aid of the corporation and its creditors.2 If the illegal acts of the directors or officials of the corporation

---

